Introduction
The fourth-century painted ceiling at Trier, Germany was destroyed less than two decades after it was decorated, yet today it is one of the best-known monuments of Late Antique Gaul (figure 1). In excavations begun by Theodor Kempf in 1945, archaeologists collected the ceiling's fragments from the ruins of a Roman house beneath the city's Romanesque cathedral.
1 Painstaking assembly of the plaster fragments into their original form was completed in 1980. Now displayed in the Trier Episcopal Museum, the ceiling is a rare example of Late Antique domestic painting.
2 It comprises fifteen trompe l'oeil coffers which are outlined by red and green borders and a yellow guilloche. Each coffer contains an image of a different subject; bust-length female and male single figures alternate with pairs of putti in various active poses.
The ceiling's rarity, its mysterious, unidentified figures, and the possibility proposed by Kempf that it belonged to a palace built by the emperor Constantine have made it the subject of extensive scholarship. Because conservators assembled the ceiling over a thirty-five year span and individual scenes were published as they were completed, the first scholars of the ceiling studied sections in isolation from the whole monument. Attention first focused on the depictions of the woman with the mirror and the woman with the jewel box, because they were the first single figures to be restored and published. 3 Many archaeologists and art historians concentrated on identifying the women as portraits of Constantine's family. 4 Irving Lavin took a different approach and carefully addressed the painting's classicizing style. 5 Scholars in the 1980s, with the advantage of the ceiling's completed restoration, have considered the ceiling as a thematic whole. Hugo Brandenburg compared the ceiling's style and content to personifications of wealth and luxury found in Late Antique domestic decoration in Antioch, while Erika Simon fitted the individual images into a complex thematic programme of personifications based on Constantine's panegyric of 310. 6 In light of current scholarship on domestic decoration and Roman viewership, it is worthwhile to reconsider the Trier Ceiling. Explanations should be sought within the context of Late Antique provincial society. In this paper I argue that the ceiling does not depict portraits of specific people or personifications of specific concepts. Instead, it is a powerful expression of the elevated status and domestic harmony of the ceiling's patron and his family, which also affirms their Roman cultural identity to the ceiling's viewers.
Composition
On the ceiling's west side is a nimbed, veiled woman in a sleeveless garment, holding a mirror with her right hand and drawing back her transparent veil with her left hand in an anakalypsis gesture. She wears a gold crown featuring protruding blue jewels, earrings, a beaded necklace with pendant gems, and a gold bracelet on each wrist. Two putti separate her from a bearded philosopher-type figure, who wears a plain mantle with no undergarment and holds a scroll with both hands. In the central row, two pairs of putti alternate with three single figures, including another bearded philosopher type on the south side who wears a pallium and a leafy green wreath on his head. He makes a gesture of speech with his left hand. 7 On the north side of this row is a poorly preserved image of a man who may also be a philosopher. In construction on the site. A series of ecclesiastical structures was built on the house's foundation and joined together, resulting in a double basilica-plan church. 12 Because of the construction of this basilica's sanctuary, the painted room was damaged and the ceiling fell. The room to its north was destroyed by building activity within the fourthcentury basilica, and the room to its east was destroyed by the addition of an early medieval crypt to the basilica. 13 In the eleventh century, the sinking of a pier during the cathedral's construction further damaged the site. Although the plan of the house cannot be further reconstructed, the large size of room and the quality and subject of its frescoed decoration suggests that the home was built by an élite patron.
14 Excavation revealed an added luxury, heating ducts.
15

Context
In the past twenty years, scholars have begun to consider Roman domestic architecture and its decoration within the contexts of patron, function, and audience. The notion that the Roman patron expressed his family's identity and status through the architecture and decoration of their home is accepted. Andrew Wallace-Hadrill and John Clarke have examined houses, primarily in Pompeii, with regard to the social rituals that occurred within the rooms, and the corresponding differences in messages intended for the patron and for visitors. 16 Bettina Bergmann and Jas Elsner have explored the influence of Roman rhetoric on the domestic viewers' experiences and understandings of images. 17 Recently, Shelley Hales has considered the Roman domus as a visual construction of the Romanitas of its patron's family, offering examples in Pompeii and in the provinces. 18 
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THE TRIER CEILING As Hales emphasizes, in Roman domestic architecture all rooms were potentially public, with few 'private' spaces for the inhabitants; therefore, the whole house and its decoration projected the patron's desired image for himself and his family. 19 This is especially true in Late Antiquity, because of the increased emphasis given to ceremony, which led to more guests and therefore more viewers for the patron's message. 20 For example, reception rooms were an important aspect of late Roman domestic architecture, because political functions that had once taken place in public now occurred in élite homes. 21 Within the social realm, banquets also became more elaborate with more guests, and therefore triclinia became larger. 22 The significance of impressing guests is seen in the writings of Apollinaris Sidonius, who describes his villa in Gaul c. 460 AD, focusing on his bathing and dining areas as the places of entertainment, detailing the impression they make. 23 Approaching the Trier ceiling through a lens of viewer reception is particularly valuable in a provincial imperial city such as Trier, where not only the self-perception of the local élite was important, but also the message expressed to their clients and guests, just as it was for Sidonius. As Webster writes, 'issues of identity and power are represented, contested, and resolved' through art, especially in 'intercultural contexts'. 24 Patrons would want to communicate their power through their wealth and through their Romanitas to a varied audience: men and women, Romans and locals, personal guests and clients.
Patronage and meaning
Many have assumed that the patron of the ceiling was the most powerful man in the empire. Since the ceiling was published, Kempf and subsequent scholars have linked it to Constantine and his family. 25 Constantine moved to Trier after he was proclaimed THE TRIER CEILING 97 emperor in 306. Trier had become a capital of the western empire under Diocletian, and Constantinus Chlorus, Constantine's father, took up residence in 293. Constantinus Chlorus built city walls, baths, and the palace complex to which the surviving basilica belonged.
Before it was made capital, Trier already was an important provincial Roman city. Founded in honour of Caesar Augustus in 15/16 BC in the land of the Celtic Treveri tribe, it was prosperous, with a forum, a theatre, and elaborate homes, such as the one to which the ceiling belonged. 26 Kempf suggested that Constantine acquired the preexisting house and constructed the palace with the painted room in order to expand the residence into a palace for his son Crispus.
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Crispus moved to Trier in 316 and became Caesar in 317. The domestic complex was destroyed and became the foundation for a series of churches at some point after Constantine had Crispus killed.
28 If the house did belong to Crispus, it is possible that it was destroyed as a damnatio memoriae and the churches were built over it for atonement. 29 No inscriptions or contemporaneous textual evidence positively link the domestic complex to Crispus or to other members of Constantine's family, but later medieval legends purport that Constantine's mother, Empress Helena, donated her home for the foundation of an episcopal church in Trier. 30 The privileged nature of the room's location, near the basilica and on a high elevation, has reinforced the argument that it may have been in an imperial district.
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One must be wary, however, of assigning monuments to imperial patrons with no definitive evidence. Houses on high ground were important not just for emperors, but for aristocrats who wanted to enhance their prestige by making their houses prominently visible. Scholars thought another great domestic structure, Piazza Armerina in Sicily, was an imperial residence but now associate it with a member of the provincial aristocracy. 33 Similarly, after World War I, several prominent European art historians focused on defining Early Christian sacred iconography in imperial terms. 34 The association of monuments with imperial patrons despite a lack of secure evidence may reflect the 'nostalgia for lost empire' that Thomas Mathews sees in early twentieth-century studies of Early Christian iconography. Although Mathews does not include the secular Trier Ceiling in his study of Christian imagery, his theory has particular resonance if applied to the scholarship of the ceiling. In World War II, the Trier cathedral was bombed, and the first major excavations under the cathedral took place after German surrender. The identification of the domestic building with Constantine and his family may show nostalgia for a more admirable time in German history, when Germany was home to the first Christian emperor and Trier was a capital of a vast empire. 35 As proof that the house was an imperial residence, art historians and archaeologists identified the ceiling's richly dressed, nimbed women as members of Constantine's family. While the ceiling's reconstruction progressed in the 1950s and 1960s, scholars named the four nimbed portraits as Empress Helena, Constantine's wife Empress Fausta, Crispus' wife Helena II, and Constantine's sister Constantia. No consensus could be reached, however, as to which portrait depicts which woman. Kempf originally identified the woman with the jewel box as Constantine's wife, Empress Fausta; he named the ¾-preserved figure, on the basis of her laurel wreath that he surmised only a princess would wear, as Crispus' wife Helena; the woman in the central panel he perceived as appearing older and therefore representing Empress Helena. 36 After more fragments were discovered and integrated into the ceiling, Kempf modified his original identifications. In his estimation, the woman in the centre was still Helena, but he changed the identity of the woman with the jewel box to Constantine's sister Constantia after the reconstruction of the hitherto unknown panel depicting the woman with the mirror, whom he suggested was Fausta. He proposed that the ceiling was painted for Helena's seventieth birthday.
37
Andreas Alföldi interpreted the woman in the central panel as Helena, the woman with the jewellery box as Fausta, and the ¾-preserved figure as Constantia. 38 Maria Alföldi identified the woman with the jewel box as Helena, mother of Constantine; the ¾-preserved woman as Helena, bride of Crispus; and the woman in the centre as Fausta. 39 Schumacher saw the central figure as Helena the younger, and the woman with the jewel box as Fausta, within a broad theme of matrimony, assigning the painting of the ceiling to the occasion of Crispus' marriage in 321. 40 Scholars' disagreement shows that it is virtually impossible to identify positively the figures, and despite their jewellery and nimbuses it is not certain the figures are empresses at all. Lavin and Brandenburg point out that it is unusual for empresses to be shown in such informal poses as looking into mirrors and putting on jewellery, and juxtaposed not with emperors but with philosophers and putti. 41 It is doubtful the figures would have been recognized as depicting specific imperial women. 42 The sculpted portraits that have been tentatively identified as portraits of Helena, Fausta, or Helena the younger, and inscribed images on coins of Helena and Fausta, do not bear strong resemblances to the ceiling's images. 43 The women's faces on the ceiling are not individualized, but, as noted by Archer St. Clair, are a type revived often from Hellenistic models in the fourth century. 44 The women on the ceiling wear crowns, but not jewelled 100 THE TRIER CEILING diadems, which Constantine introduced, and Helena and Fausta are depicted as wearing diadems on coins. 45 As evidenced by the ornately jewelled women in the Dominus Iulius mosaic and the bath mosaics at Sidi Ghrib and Piazza Armerina, elaborate jewellery was common in the period and does not brand the women as empresses. 46 The rich ornaments worn by the women, as well as the silver and gold objects they hold, exemplify the characteristically Late Antique desire to communicate status and wealth through conspicuously expensive jewellery and clothing. In Late Antiquity personal adornments were more opulent than in previous centuries. 47 Images of precious portable objects such as jewellery boxes, vessels like the kantharos, and mirrors, would indicate material prosperity and would reflect the actual possessions of the patron. 48 Neither are nimbuses necessarily indicators of imperial status. In the fourth century there was no standard formula for the use of nimbuses; they are worn by a broad range of figures including gods, deceased mortals, and personifications. 49 As some art historians have seen individual historical figures in the women, others have seen personifications of specific concepts. Simon identifies the woman with the mirror as Sapientia (wisdom), the woman with the jewel box as Pulchritudo (beauty), and the woman with the kantharos as a portrait of Fausta with characteristics of both Iuventas (youth) and Salus (health), within the context of Constantine's Panegyric of 310. 50 A lack of comparative visual evidence for these personifications weakens her argument. Brandenburg interprets the ceiling images as generally evoking personifications of the pleasures of a cultivated life, specifically Chresis (good use of acquired wealth) and Tryphe (luxury), as appear on contemporaneous, inscribed pavement mosaics in Antioch. 51 Although personifications in Late Antiquity often appear similar to the ceiling's figures, as richly dressed bust-length figures with nimbuses and leafy wreaths, I believe that the ceiling's images do not depict particular personifications. Without inscriptions or standard attributes, they are not recognizable, and their gestures are not typical for personifications. It is virtually impossible, however, for today's viewer to identify positively the figures as THE TRIER CEILING 101 such, and it would have been equally difficult for the Late Antique viewer without inscriptions or typical attributes and gestures. In a discussion of the ceiling's classicizing style, Lavin writes, '[the women] seem, rather, to be deliberately suggestive, intended to evoke an ideal, indeed classical, mood of physical and spiritual well-being, from which turmoil and anxiety have been banished.' 52 Henry Maguire notes that in Late Antique domestic contexts, richly dressed personifications often were not inscribed and in fact were not meant to be distinct concepts, but they served as 'unspecific beneficent presences', guaranteeing abundance with an almost magical power. Such an abundant magical effect is most likely the intent of the figures on the ceiling.
I propose that the women's costumes, attributes, and personification-like nimbuses and wreaths construct a beneficent theme of not only physical well-being through wealth but also familial well-being in terms of domestic harmony. The anakalypsis gesture of pulling back the veil from the face, as performed by the woman with the kantharos and the woman with the mirror, is not seen in personifications. Anakalypteria, in classical Greece, was the moment in the wedding when the bride was unveiled and her face was revealed. 53 In Rome, the anakalypsis gesture defined a woman's status as a proper matron.
54
The gesture is common in images of women on classical Greek wedding vases and grave stelai and on Roman sarcophagi. It is appropriate that the ceiling's decorative program would not only promote material prosperity, but also domestic prosperity, owing to the importance in Roman culture of constructing the family's identity through visual means.
On the ceiling, the combination of the anakalypsis with references to Venus further strengthens the evocations of domestic happiness. A sophisticated viewer certainly would have recognized that the additional gestures of the ceiling's nimbed women looking into a mirror and a jewel box are ones often used for the goddess Venus. An example of a mortal woman imitating Venus is seen on the Proiecta Casket from the Esquiline Treasure. Directly under the image of Venus and her entourage is an image of a woman, probably Proiecta (named by inscription on the casket's lid), who holds a pyxis and is offered a mirror by a servant. The echoing composition associates the mortal woman with the goddess. 55 Although the Trier Ceiling's women are not portraits of living women, the viewer would have seen the women as displaying general characteristics and attributes of the goddess. The gold crowns on the heads of the women may evoke the Homeric description of Aphrodite as golden-crowned; she is often depicted on pavement mosaics with a crown. 56 References to Venus do not mean that the patron was pagan. The great number of Late Antique depictions of the toilet of Venus are not related to greater pagan religious devotion to her, because votive dedications and temples dedicated to her did not increase at this time. 57 Even as Christianity became dominant, Venus retained her association with beauty, love, and fertility. Katherine Dunbabin suggests that images of Venus had a magical, talismanic effect of improving health and fertility for both Christians and non-Christians. 58 Dunbabin's suggestion is supported by fourth century epithalamia used by both Christians and pagans that refer to Venus's toilet. 59 The ceiling's putti in the context of the images of the women also refer the viewer to the goddess Venus, and to other associations as well. Scenes of putti and Venus with mirror and jewel box were familiar to the Late Antique Roman viewer. On the Proiecta Casket, the crowned Venus looks into a mirror while a putto offers a jewel box (figure 2).
60 A third-century mosaic from Bulla Regia depicts one putto holding a jewel box and a second one holding a mirror for Venus. 61 The ceiling's putti also magically evoke material abundance and domesticity, echoing the female figures. They are richly dressed, all wearing gold necklaces and armbands, and purple mantles, and holding objects that include a gold vessel, gold lamps, a cornucopia, and a silver sphere. 62 Resembling but not following any established THE TRIER CEILING  103 iconography of specific personifications, the dancing figures call to mind seasonal personifications found on domestic pavements dating to the late third century, but seasons appear singly and with standard attributes, such as a plate of flowers for spring. 63 Instead, the dancing putti are general symbols of abundance and domestic happiness. 64 Sustaining the theme of domestic harmony is the coffer that contains a putto and a winged female figure in a white robe. Weber has recognized the pair as Cupid and Psyche in the scene from Apuleius' Metamorphosis, after Venus sent Psyche for Proserpina's beauty ointment. 65 Psyche carries a flat gold vessel that contained the beauty ointment and Cupid holds the golden arrow with which he woke Psyche from her death-like sleep after she tested the ointment. It is the only known surviving illustration of this particular passage, underscoring the wide range of sources of inspiration for the Trier ceiling's designer.
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The depiction of the scene serves as another reference to Venus, but more importantly the illustration of Apuleius is typical of the ways in which élite patrons invoked Roman culture to signal their status and Romanitas. Through its Hellenizing, naturalistic style and its subject matter, the ceiling continues the retrospective interests of the Second Sophistic, a conscious promotion of Rome's classical cultural heritage that began in the mid-second century AD. 67 It was within the Second Sophistic that luxuria was no longer viewed negatively, and conscious displays of status within the house were more accepted. 68 In Late Antiquity, references to both the Greek and Roman pasts were common in aristocratic domestic decoration, especially in displays of statues from Greece and Rome. 69 Recalling aspects of the second century AD was especially popular, and this is reflected in the Apuleius illustration and the ceiling's putti, who reflect dancing putti found in second-century imperial propaganda such as triumphal arches. 70 Painted in the fourth century, the ceiling's classicism was a means of forging a link with the more glorious past.
71 Such retrospection promotes the cultural link with the empire, or Romanitas, of the house's inhabitants, which was important socially and politically. 72 It was common for walls, floors, and even apparently ceilings of Late Antique élite homes to be decorated with scenes from Greek and Roman literature and mythology such as the Cupid and Psyche scene. Such decoration revealed the familial happiness, cultural heritage, and education of its patron, and also facilitated learned conversation THE TRIER CEILING 105 within the room. Paideia, the educational system whereby poets and philosophers taught the sons of the élite, was another status symbol that distinguished the Roman élite from the lower classes. 73 As Brown discusses, geographically scattered segments of the ruling class had a common education through paideia, which 'provided a shared imaginative landscape for those whose careers took them, increasingly, far from their native cities'. 74 The subject matter would serve as a topic of conversation, and therefore also gave certain audiences power, because only an educated viewer could identify and discuss the scene. 75 The concept of one's education being revealed through an understanding of domestic decoration was understood in antiquity. Lucian of Samasota, in a second-century AD text describing a room, writes: 'The exactness of [the wall paintings'] technique and the combination of antiquarian interest and instructiveness in their subjects are truly seductive and call for a cultivated spectator.' 76 The ceiling's depiction of three men in philosophers' garb reinforces this evocation of the patron's education. Sculpted philosopher portraits were a traditional element of élite Roman villas in the first and second centuries, and images of philosophers continued to be popular in Late Antiquity. 77 Although the philosopher types are the most poorly preserved of the ceiling's figures, surviving segments reveal that the men wear the pallium, the distinctive garment of intellectuals in the Roman and Late Antique eras. 78 Their undyed, unembellished garments and grey hair contrast with the youth, ornate costume, and gold and silver accessories of the women, and their seriousness is antithetical to the mood of the cavorting putti next to them. These oppositions highlight the philosophers' lack of concern for the mainstream values of society. Philosophers played important roles in Late Antiquity, as teachers and advisers to the ruling class, but they remained separate from the established social hierarchy. They were admired for their wisdom and for the strength of character that allowed them to avoid normal societal rituals. 79 The inclusion of philosophers and poets in Late Antique domestic decoration is mirrored elsewhere in Gaul, in sculpture and in mosaic, with other examples in Trier. 80 The images refer to the culture to which provincial aristocrats wanted to show they belonged.
The men have been named as specific philosophers, similar to the women's being identified as various empresses and personifications, but scholars disagree as to which philosophers are depicted. Kempf named the man with the scroll as Lactantius, a philosopher in Constantine's court. 81 Simon identified the man with the wreath as Apuleius, the man with the scroll as Heraclitus, and the poorlypreserved man with the scroll as Virgil. 82 Weber identified the man with the wreath as Apuleius. 83 Brandenburg, however, recognized the men as general symbols of learning. 84 It would have been equally difficult for a Late Antique viewer to identify the figures as individual philosophers, for already in Late Antiquity portraits of ancient Greeks and Romans lost some of their traditional characteristics; the other philosopher or poet images in Gaul are inscribed, but few exactly follow their earlier individualized portrait types. 85 The lack of specificity in the images may have been intentional; in her discussion of the decorative program of portraits of Greeks at the Villa of Cassius at Tivoli, Dillon writes, '[one can] imagine the wide range of possible associations, quotes, and obscure stories these portraits could have evoked.' 86 The majority of philosophers on the pavements and on the ceiling, however, do conform to the general late Roman descriptions of the ideal philosopher: old, with long hair and beard, handsome face, with a focused or calm expression. 87 As with the female images, I believe that these were meant generally to recall a type, in this case evoking paideia and Romanitas, in order to impress guests and promote conversation.
The decorative program of the ceiling painting, with references to material wealth, familial harmony, and education, in such a large room, suggests that the domestic complex belonged to a family from the upper echelon of Trier's society, whether Constantine's family or otherwise. Kempf called the room an imperial 'Prunksaal', or grand reception space. 88 Although there is a lack of evidence for the relationship of the painted room to other spaces in the house, the room's size indicates that it was used for receiving and entertaining visitors. 89 Rooms that have been identified as audience chambers in Late Antique aristocratic homes, however, usually have apses, and are preceded by vestibules into which visitors or clients would enter from the street. 90 Richly designed reception rooms were markers of Romanitas in the provincial élite architecture. 91 The lack of an apse in the room in Trier does not preclude its use as an audience chamber. Spaces in the late empire were fluid, and often were used for multiple purposes such as official receptions and social entertaining. The ceiling's references to domestic harmony lead to the conclusion that the room was for social functions and personal guests as well as for clients. Entertainment in this period meant banquets, and rooms used for dining were carefully decorated in order to impress guests. 92 The Trier room, whether serving as an official or social space, would accommodate many guests and servants. 93 
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The ceiling therefore would have been seen by more than the house's owners. Guests would have been struck by the evidence of domestic and material prosperity that the ceiling illustrates. They would have been impressed at the display of the host's status and Romanitas, honoured to be in such a space and reaffirm that special connection with their host through paideia. The decor served to promote a certain Roman order in the provinces, particularly in Trier, which had a varied population of natives and people from the eastern and western areas of the Roman Empire.
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Conclusion
A broad theme therefore is evident in the painted ceiling of the chamber discovered under Trier Cathedral. Instead of specific gods and goddesses, personifications, philosophers, or portraits of the owners, the artist has chosen various elements from all of these figures to create an atmosphere of affluence, culture, and magical domestic harmony. The ceiling's ambiguous references to mythology, literature, and philosophy would have served as the subject of learned conversation within the room. The ceiling's women, the philosopher portraits, and putti bearing objects of silver and gold, asserted the place of the patron and his family in society, as well as constructing their identity as privileged and cultured Romans. 
